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Introduction
Starting a new project from scratch requires a lot of time for setting up the
technical infrastructure and process of work. That is the moment when a usability
specialist has time to test the interface. Therefore, we will use our high-fidelity
prototype to conduct user tests on the auto quote user journey.
The goal is to get answers to the following questions:






Do users have problems navigating to the auto quote screens?
Can users see the tooltip help (decide whether to switch to inline help text)?
Where do they encounter confusion and errors?
What features do they like and use effortlessly?
What is the task success rate?

Method
The “UserTesting.com” platform was used to perform user tests. A total of 11
participants (4 female) were recruited aged between 18 and 45. Participants were
from all available European countries including the UK, Germany, Sweden, and
Italy. A requirement was put in place to select only users who owned an
automobile. The time to complete the task was measured from entering the home
page until the user reached the thank you page.
Introduction given to users
“Imagine your car insurance is expiring soon, and you want to get a new insurance
quote for your automobiles.”
Tasks given
1. Register in the platform (you can use fake credentials).
2. Get a quote for your specific automobile/s.
3. Finish the process by making a payment with a credit card (use made up
numbers) when you are on the payment screen.
4. Find details about the policy you’ve just paid for to verify the information.
Questions asked after the task:





How would you rate the ease of use from 1 to 10?
Did you get confused along the process and, if so, why?
Are there any features you would want to add to make it easier to complete
the process?
Any other recommendations?
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Results

Generally, users had minor to medium usability issues when completing the
process. Fortunately, there were no severe errors encountered stopping the user
from finishing the process. The task success rate was 100%, which means everyone
completed the auto quote process. The average time to complete the task was
4:02s. We didn’t objectively track it, but it seems users spent the most time on the
“Your Quote” page. This is partially explained by the fact that it was a simplified
prototype.
Furthermore, the average ease of use rating the participants gave was 7.27 out of
10. Two participants reported that they wanted better visibility of the current step
they were in within the process. Interestingly, not a single participant used the
quote summary functionality. Also, only 3 participants used the progress bar to
move between steps. Tabulation (moving through forms with TAB key) was utilized
by 27% of users.
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User
Time to
number complete in
seconds
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Avg.

275
226
132
278
160
212
290
266
189
514
117
242

Time to
complete
in mm:ss

User
preference
(1–10)

04:35
03:46
02:12
04:38
02:40
03:32
04:50
04:26
03:09
08:34
01:57
04:02

9
6
8
8
9
5
4
7
9
5
10
7.27

Here are some findings screen by screen:
Home screen

Most of the users found how to access the auto quote process quickly without
issues. Only two of them accessed it using the less efficient route through the
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header navigation. That is why users are allowed to start the process from the
“Policies” page.

Car information screen

1. Three participants were confused by the “year of registration” field. “Is it the
date of the first car registration or when the owner changed?”
2. The ability to select kilometers or miles for the yearly car mileage field was
requested by 2 users. They took time to calculate the mileage in kilometers.
3. Most of the users (7/11) expected the option to enter a VIN or license plate
number in order to find their automobile.
4. Interestingly, 2 participants didn’t know the exact sub-model of their cars.
5. Also, two users typed “VW” instead of “Volkswagen” in the car make field and
couldn’t immediately find their desired make.
6. In the car kept field, after selecting the option “other”, 2 users expected a
text input field to appear to specify where the car is kept.
7. A single participant couldn’t find the button for adding a second car.
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Driver information screen

1. The message confused two participants. One reported that it said to add all
people who would drive the car but then information about him was
presented. She suggests labeling the main driver and additional drivers
better so she doesn’t get confused.
2. There was lacking an option for employed and student status at the same
time.
3. Two users could not find their profession in the list.
4. The button was hard to find for one user.
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Your quote screen

1. Almost all, 9 of 11, participants clicked on the selected coverage plan to
ensure themselves that the plan was selected. Two users explicitly wanted a
better indication that a plan was selected.
2. Three users recommended not selecting coverage plan by default.
3. A single participant complained that when the coverage plan is changed there
is no hint that the quote price changes accordingly too. It took some time to
realize it was changing.
4. The custom billing plan was confusing to 3 out of 11 people.
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5. One participant wanted information about the period of the policy, for
example, is it 1 year or half a year?
6. Two users didn’t like that the policy features are hidden behind a tooltip.
They wanted to view them straight away without hovering over the tooltips.
7. There was a request for providing more payment options, like paying on 2 or
3 instances.
8. A save button was expected by 2 users who wanted to save their progress.
9. If a person has selected that she is a student the cheapest plan should be
selected by default.

Payment screen

1. Three users expected the summary of the quote to be at the bottom of the
page.
2. The datepicker doesn’t open when the calendar icon is clicked. Also, when a
month or year is changed, the datepicker disappears.
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Thank you screen

1. One user expected a message informing her that an email with quote details
had been sent.
2. Use button instead of a link to the “Policies” screen.
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My policies screen

1. Less than half of participants wanted information about how many payments
are left, how much, and when they should be paid.
2. If there is more than one person insured, a user expected to have a separate
tile with info on her policy.
3. One participant wanted the policy coverage to be displayed.
4. Another one requested that the policy holder be visualized.
5. A user tried to start an auto quote. However, she clicked on the “+Add
policy” heading, which she expected to open the select dropdown.
6. She wanted an email or SMS remainder a minimum of 7 days before the
payment should be made. She preferred the SMS reminders.

Design implications
To improve the prototype we should make the following corrections:



Use inline help text instead of hiding it behind tooltips.
Highlight more clearly the selected payment plan on the “Your Quote” screen,
and avoid preselecting a plan.
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Add email and SMS reminders.
Improve the progress bar so it better highlights the current step of the
process.
Put the payment summary data at the bottom, in the payment screen, as
people expect it to be there.
Add email notification after the process has been completed.
Change “Year of registration” to “Year” on the car information screen to avoid
confusion. The new label should be tested to see if it is confusing users.
Add the ability to select mileage in kilometers or miles.
Fix datepicker bugs.
Add more information about future payments on the “My policies” screen.

Conclusion and next steps
In summary, users’ overall impression was that the interface was simple, and they
were able to complete the tasks given relatively easily. This could be attributed to
the fact that they browsed a simplified prototype with less information and forms
than usual.
Most of the users didn’t have any difficulty navigating through the auto quote
process. All users successfully completed their tasks, which is great. Furthermore,
around 18% of users had difficulty obtaining information from the tooltips.
Consequently, we should use inline help text, rather than tooltips. The most
confusing part of the process was the “Your Quote” where users choose a payment
plan.
Next, we should test the life quote user journey the same way. In addition, we
want to test whether displaying forms one by one, like “SurveyMonkey”, rather
than all at once, will be more usable. Learning the advantages and disadvantages of
this pattern could become valuable information over the long term.
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